Csr racing 2 guide 2019

Wise Geek → Game reviews → CSR Racing 2: Review of Guides and game Secrets CSR RACING 2 - Android game with release date 06/29/2016 from the company Zynga. Game Genre: Racing. In the article, we summarized pumping tips from TOP players, developers answers to gamers questions, guides for beginners from the official site and our
secrets for passing the game. Attention, the Wise Geek website is constantly updated, visit us more often. Contents CSR Racing 2: A Beginner’s Guide What is arcade mode, and where can I find a slot machine? Arcade is a retro-style mini-game called the turbocharger super drift. It is located under the stairs in the corner of your garage. To play it,
you need to click on the slot machine hall. Note: Arcade can only be played once a day. If you exit the mini-game, you can re-enter it only the next day. Why do I need fuel? A car with an empty tank will definitely not go anywhere. The fuel meter is displayed at the top of the screen, next to the refueling icon. Each race consumes at least one unit of
fuel. Fuel recovers over time, but slowly. If you want to speed up this process, tap the fuel meter at the top of the screen and select one of the options for filling the tank. How to earn respect points? Respect points (or OU) can be earned by progressing in the game, winning victories over teams and other players. Most respect points can be obtained
by participating in online races. What is the battle of the day? By participating in the battles of the day, you can experience new cars and win cash prizes. You will often have to compete in the best cars, so this is a great opportunity to test them in business, as well as a chance to win some cash. The battles of the day are limited in time, that is, after
the end of the race, you can take part in the next race only after a few hours. What is gold and cash? The upper right corner of the screen displays how much gold and cash you have. To replenish the stock, tap the plus sign and go to the store. Here for real money you can buy extra cash and gold.More gold can also be obtained as follows: Level up
and advance in the game. Defeat certain rivals. What are keys and how to get them? Keys provide access to cars, upgraded parts and other items in the imported parts store. There are three types of keys: bronze, silver and gold, each of which gives access to different types of prizes. Keys can be won in some competitions, in a multiplayer game, and
also bought in a store. What are grades? Ranks relate to two aspects. In the game, each team has a certain rank: races of rank 1 are represented by the New Fangs team, and races from rank 2 to 5 are represented by other teams. For cars, rank means the restrictions that apply to each car. The vehicle rank is displayed in the upper center of the
screen: for example, "P4". This is the rank of the current machine. When you sort out cars in the showroom, pay attention to how the displayed rank changes depending on the selected car. As a rule, cars of a certain rank can be used at the same or higher rank of a single player game. Say, a P4 car can only be used in a single game of rank 4 and 5,
although there may be exceptions, for example, for standard races. What are Evo Points? Evo Points are displayed to the right of your vehicle’s potential points. The numbers (+/-) show how many additional advantages in terms of technical characteristics you managed to squeeze out of the car after tuning or installing built-in parts. How to remove
ads? You can disable ads in the game if you buy something in the store. To go to the store, tap the gold plus sign in the upper right corner of the screen. What is OP? OP is an indicator of the technical characteristics of your car. It takes into account the basic technical characteristics, as well as the impact of the improvements made from stage 1 to 6.
However, keep in mind that tuning the car and embedding parts increase the Evo points of the car, and not its OP. How long does each season last? Each season lasts two weeks. Between the seasons there is a short period when the results for the leaderboard are summed up and the best teams stand out. Seasons begin and end on Thursdays. Start
dates for all seasons of 2019: March 21. April, 4. April 18th. May 2. 16th of May. May 30. June 13th. 27th of June. July 11th. July 25th. 8 August. August 22nd. 8 August. September 5th. September 19th. October 3rd. 17 October. October 31. November 14th. November 28. 12 December. December 26th. What are inboxes and how do they work? Player
rewards for team events and leaderboards, as well as shared gifts, are now sent to Inbox. And awards for cups, trials, etc. issued to the player immediately after the completion of the race or its stage. When a reward appears in the Inbox, a special icon will inform about it in the upper left corner of the garage screen (in the same place as the daily
entry icon). You will have seven days to collect all the rewards, including op-amps and tokens, which can only be obtained for the team cup. There are two options for picking rewards from your Inbox: Click on each individually, for example, 30 silver keys per team cup. In this case, you will receive these 30 keys, and the other reward will still remain
in your Inbox. Click on the "Take All" button. So you get all the rewards at once. Please note that using the "Take All" button you cannot get award-winning cars - each one must be picked up by a separate click. CSR Racing 2: Walkthrough Legends Why can’t I move recovery machines to the workshop? There are only three places in the garage of the
Legends workshop. To open the second and third, players must first restore the 250GTO and five Legends cars, respectively. You can restore the same machines of the Legends series, however, note that for the McLaren F1 counter they will be counted as one machine. You can also sell cars from the workshop by pressing "i" and then "sell" to make
room. Why am I not getting components for the machine I’m using in the "Legends" event? After completing the "Recovery Heat", all the components in the campaign become fixed and do not necessarily correspond to the machines in the workshop or the machines on which the players are racing. At the same time, in tests with machines of the
Legends series, which run in parallel with the campaign, the components will correspond to the machine in the workshop, if the award has a "?" Do Legends cars have op-amp accelerators? Yes, fully restored Legend cars get an op-amp accelerator! Can I add an elite bonus to the restored car of the Legends series? Yes! Elite bonuses can be added to
the restored cars of the Legends series. Is it possible to restore several identical machines of the Legends series? Yes, you can restore as many Legends cars as you like. Can I take apart the cars of the "Legends" series? Cars of the "Legends" series can be disassembled immediately after they are restored. How to earn components? Components can
be earned by participating in Legends campaigns, daily challenges and cups. They are located in the "Legends" area. Can I sell components? Components cannot be sold in any way. Can I tune the Legends cars? Tuning opens when you completely restore the car of the Legends series. What should I do when I restore all the cars? Continue to restore!
Do not forget that reconditioned machines can be disassembled into built-in parts and improvements of the 6th level. How to check the number of components? Just look into your inventory located under the Components tab. Why did I lose all the progress of restoring the Legends cars? When CSR2 is rolled back to an earlier version via APK, errors
occur in the profile that lead to a loss in the recovery progress of Legends machines.Players are not advised to roll back the game to earlier versions. Will Mustang Boss get into the Legends workshop? No, Mustang Boss has already been restored and will appear immediately in the main collection in your garage. Legends machine and how to get it.
Players who complete the Legion Hotspot will automatically receive the Legends machine, which will supply them with components, embedded parts, and level 6 EVO parts for the entire Legends collection. The machine can be obtained in the store of rare parts (through the garage), after which it will appear in the main tab of the boxes. The machine
will remain even after the Legends campaign ends. CSR Racing 2: Game Tips How do I race with friends? CSR 2 online races are designed to compete with players from all over the world, so you cannot choose only your friends to participate in the race. The game uses a delicate selection mechanism for opponents to give the opportunity to participate
in the race with the players who are best suited for an exciting race! Why does my opponent display a negative start time? In most online races, players need to press the start button as quickly as possible after the "March!" Command in order to successfully start. At the end of the race, you will see a comparison of your performance and that of your
opponent: a positive time value means a late start, and a negative value means an early start. Both of these indicators mean a slowdown in race time. With a late start, fuel performance is reduced, and with an early grip, the road will be less, which will affect acceleration. How to start perfectly? In normal races, just make sure that the green indicator
is on, and the car does the rest. Online racing is a bit more complicated. When you are on the start line, pay attention to the "Start" button on the left. To start, you need to not only wait for the green indicator, but also in time to press the start button.You will be late - you will lose valuable time, and you will press ahead of time - slipping will put an
end to the starting acceleration. Gently touch the pedal to the right so that the green indicator lights up at the time of start. In a multiplayer game, you also need to touch the start button when the timer goes off. If you touch ahead of time, there will be a slip at the start, and if it’s too late, the opponent will instantly jump ahead! How do I achieve the
perfect switch? The ability to change gears is the main skill of any street racer. A real racer clearly shifts gears, even wake him up in the middle of the night. The indicator to the right of the tachometer shows the moment when you need to switch to the gear above. For optimal gear shifting, press the button on the right when the green indicator lights
up. A clear hit at the right moment of switching is a "perfect switch", and if you switch prematurely or belatedly, the red indicator will light up and the speed will decrease. How to use super-order? Efficient use of nitrous oxide can be decisive for winning the race. If a nitrous oxide system is installed in your car, use the "Nitrous" button on the left to
use short-term acceleration. The optimal time to activate the nitrous oxide system depends on the characteristics of the car and the particular race. What is a career race? These races provide an excellent opportunity to get hold of cash. Defeat your rivals and move up the career ladder! With every step, the prizes are better and more! The number of
these races is not limited, but after winning the race it is no longer possible to repeat this race. What is an online race? Online racing gives you the opportunity to test your strength in competition with other members of the CSR 2 community, risking the hard-earned money. By participating in online races, you can earn a lot of respect and advance in
the leaderboard! When there are few online players, you may have to compete with bot drivers to be able to race. Bots never challenge real players and never bet. What are standard races? Standard races are another way to improve your financial situation: they do not end, and you can choose races of increased complexity to compete for more
valuable prizes. When choosing a standard race, its difficulty level and track length are displayed, as well as the chances of winning with your car.These races have an important feature: they can use a car whose rank is higher than the rank of the competition itself. What is a cup competition? This is a limited time competition. Take part in them is
possible only subject to a number of conditions. For example, a specific car, tuning to the desired number of potential points, certain updates, etc. To find out more about these races, including the remaining time and requirements for the participants, tap the icon of this competition on the map. What is the battle of the day? You can participate in
these events every four hours and make good money. In these races, the same car as your opponent will be allocated for rent, so that the competition takes place in equal conditions. Where did the Next Race button go? The Next Race button is not available during standard races, but should be visible in all other races. CSR Racing 2: Improvement
and Tuning Guide Improvement Overview At first, your car can tear opponents, but in order to continue to win, it will need improvements. Go to the main menu on the tab "Improvements". Remember that improvements are made to the currently used car. At the bottom of the screen, you can scroll through the list of improvements. You should not
improve everything indiscriminately. For example, if you pump the turbocharger up to level 5, but leave the tires without improvements, the grip will deteriorate, and this is unlikely to please you. To change the level of an installed improvement, scroll left or right in the large improvement window in the center of the screen. If you do not have
purchased upgrades, installing them will require a waste of cash or gold.When moving to Level 4 parts, you will have to wait for the delivery of improvements. If luck smiles, you may have at your disposal super-rare improvements of the 6th level. They are more powerful than level 5 enhancements, provide advanced features, as well as additional cells
for embedded parts. How to add and remove improvements? Select the car you want to improve and go to the "Improvements" window. On the tabs at the bottom of the screen, select the component you want to improve. Improvements of different levels can be scrolled by scrolling to the right or left. When an improvement is selected, it can be bought
or installed by touching the "Reinstall part" button. Where can I win car parts? Car parts can be won in an online game or in some competitions. You can also get them from the boxes in the Import Parts window. What are Level 6 Parts? If luck smiles, you may have extra-rare items of the 6th level at your disposal. They are more powerful than level 5
enhancements, provide advanced features, as well as additional cells for embedded parts. These parts are only suitable for certain vehicles. They can be won in some competitions, as well as obtained for the keys in the "Import Parts" window. An installed part of the 6th level can be removed and put on another machine for gold. Can the built-in part
be pulled out? Yes, you can pull out the integrated part. Locate the enhancement on which the part is installed on the enhancement screen. Touch the embedded part and pay the cost of returning this part to inventory. Import parts. At the bottom of the "Garage" window on the menu bar there is a section "Import Parts". In it you can win rare
improvements, built-in parts and even exclusive cars. When you win improvements or details, they appear in your inventory, from where they can be built into the car. Why didn’t the capacity points increase after installing the built-in parts? Built-in parts give Evo points, not potential points. Evo points are displayed to the right of the vehicle rating. In
terms of meaning, Evo glasses are similar to potential glasses: they show what additional advantages appeared in the characteristics of the car after tuning and embedding parts. CSR Racing 2: Cars, Garage, and Personalization Guide How to make a car look unique? To change the appearance of the car, go to the garage and at the bottom of the
screen click the "Appearance" button, or go to the racing map window and select the "Workshop" icon. In the appearance settings window, you can also select unique license plates. Your unique license plate will be seen by all participants in the network game. I can’t change the color of the car. Due to licensing restrictions in CSR 2, only certain
colors are available for some vehicles. How many cars fit in the garage? You can put 6 cars in the garage. When the space runs out in the garage, new cars will be placed in another garage. To go to it, you need to touch the button with 9 squares located on the right side of the screen window. How to photograph cars in a garage? To take a picture of a
car, tap the background anywhere to hide the menu bar. Then tap the camera icon that appears on the left side of the screen. Please note that you must allow the game access to photos, otherwise the picture will not be saved! How to change a car? If you want to use the car from your garage, just touch it. If the car is in another garage, tap the 9square button on the right side of the screen to see a complete list of your cars. Scroll left or right to move between garages. How to tune the car? To make tuning cars, go to the garage and select "Tuning". You will find yourself in the "Tuning" window, in which you can select a car for tuning. Here you can pump the nitrous system, gearbox and tire
pressure if the car has already been improved to the level at which you can install tuned parts! Tuning is available only for parts upgraded to a certain level. Nitrous oxide system: Level 2 upgrade required; PPC: Level 4 upgrade required; Tires: Level 3 update required. Why can some cars be purchased only for gold? Most cars can be bought for cash
and gold, but some exclusive cars can only be purchased for gold. Buying a car. When buying a car, it is important to remember that its characteristics are no less important than the appearance. Pay attention to the current rating of the car (i.e. potential points or technical potential), which is displayed at the top in the center of the screen. Next to
the potential points of the machine, its rank is displayed.For example, "P1" means "Rank 1". Please note that usually a car can only be used in a race of a rank corresponding to a rating or a higher rank. For example, a P3 car can be used in rank 3, rank 4, and rank 5 races. Cars purchased for gold are delivered instantly.Delivery of cars bought for
cash takes some time. How do I find out more about my cars? To see basic information about your cars, select them in the garage and click the icon (i) on the right. Here you can disassemble the car, disassemble it into built-in parts, sell the car, as well as shake up your stock of built-in parts. The orange token on the icon (i) shows how many new
built-in parts you have in your inventory. Why can’t I change the look of all my cars? For legal reasons, this is not always possible. What is freshness? Sometimes in a hackneyed old wheelbarrow you need to add a new part, and it will play like new. Now with the freshness bonus you will have even more reasons to test this theory. Change the paint,
colors, calipers or interior in the appearance settings menu, and the OU multiplier will be applied to this car every week. Do you want this freshness multiplier to continue to work? Personalize your car regularly to refresh its appearance and extend the op-amp bonus. Freshness is unlocked when you defeat the New Fangs team. Why can’t I interact
with the hood, doors and other parts of my car? Fully interactive cars are an advanced option that is only available on high-end devices. If the doors, hood or trunk of your car do not open when touched, this means that your device does not support this option. What are "embedded parts" and how to use them? To win every race and reign supreme on
the streets, just typical improvements to the car are not enough - you need to act outside the box. Built-in parts make it possible to get the most out of the improvements, as well as bring Evo points, which give an even greater bonus to the characteristics. Built-in parts are divided into three types: unusual (green), rare (blue) and epic (purple). Built-in
parts can be won by participating in special competitions or winning the multiplayer game, as well as get in the "Imported parts" window. Each part is produced by a specific manufacturer. Stock of built-in parts can be viewed in the garage. Touch the icon (i) on the right and select "Inventory" at the bottom of the screen. Built-in parts can be

embedded in special cells. To do this, go to the "Improvements" window and select a part with a free cell for embedding. Tap a cell to embed, select an embedded part, and insert it into the cell. See how the Evo Points go up immediately! Built-in parts can be cleaned one at a time. Just touch the part that you want to remove, and information appears
on how much gold is needed for this. After that, the part is automatically transferred to inventory. Please note: Details must be removed one at a time and only in a specific order. In addition, the built-in parts have a cumulative effect: if you install the part in a Level 3 update, and then proceed to upgrade to Level 5, you will still receive Evo points for
a Level 3 part. What happens if I take the car apart? When parsing a car, you can get built-in parts and parts of level 6, but after that the car will be lost. As a rule, this is done only if there are several instances of the same car, and you need to use the details of one instance to improve another of the same model. To disassemble a car, select it in the
garage and touch the button (i) on the right, and then touch the "Disassemble" button. It should be remembered that the parts obtained during the analysis of the car are in no way connected with the improvements that were made with it, so you should not wait for the return of all the built-in parts and parts of the 6th level that were invested in this
car. How to use level 6 parts? Details of the 6th level are the rarest improvements that allow your car to beat competitors. They are designed for a specific car model, so you can not use level 6 parts for the Ferrari 488 Spider with the improvement of the Ferrari 458 Speciale. Having a part of the 6th level for the car, you can install it in the menu of
improvements, as well as at other levels, after improving this part to the 5th level (i.e., improvements are installed sequentially). These details can be obtained from Donna in her "Imported Parts", won in some events, or obtained when analyzing cars. To view your details of the 6th level, you need to enter the garage, touch the button (i) on the right,
and then touch the inventory and select the tab "Level 6 Improvements". What are these numbers at the top of the screen under the name of my car? These numbers show the technical characteristics of your car, the higher they are, the better the characteristics. You will see that they are divided into several parts: First, in the color field, the rank of
your car is displayed. P1 means that you are driving a vehicle of rank 1, and so on until P5 / 5th rank. Next you will see a few white numbers. These are the potential points of your car, they determine its basic technical characteristics plus the level of improvements made from 1 to 5. And at the end there are blue or red numbers showing your Evo
points. Evo goggles show any additional technical characteristics obtained thanks to built-in parts, improvements of the 6th stage or tuning. CSR Racing 2: Team Guide What are dark horses? Dark horses are a completely new way to get a time-limited bonus for your team! For example, a dark horse can give you a 10% team op bonus for 4 hours.
Remember that each member of the team will get access to this bonus while it is active. Dark horses are activated using tokens that can be won in event competitions. Once you have contributed enough tokens for the dark horse, any team member can activate it using the "Activate" button. Discuss the activation of the dark horse in the team chat: at
this time there should be as many participants on the network as possible so that all of them can take advantage of the bonus! What will happen to my tokens at the end of team championships? All unused dark horse tokens will be lost at the end of the team championships, it is better to use them in advance! What are teams? Teams are a completely
new feature of CSR 2. They give you the opportunity to join forces with other players to open access to bonuses and chips. Why join a team? Joining a team gives advantages that will help you defeat any opponent. As part of the team, you need to score points to gain access to various rewards: from the rapid growth of prize money for the race to the
increase of respect points. Your team will surely have strong players, so it’s very helpful to have a team chat where you can discuss a variety of tactical tricks. What is a team championship and how to participate in it? The team championship brings prizes to the participants of the leading teams on a weekly basis. If you are a member of a team, then
in each race you complete, your team earns team OUs, and at the end of the season, teams with the most OUs will receive excellent prizes. Check the championship settings at the party of the team to see how your team is doing. Let the whole team participate in races so that your chances of winning are maximum. How to leave the team? To leave the
team, go to the party of the team and press the control button at the bottom. Select the exit tab and click "Leave the team." Why are some players marked as "Legend" in the online racing room? Players of the most successful teams of the current season of the team championship are awarded legendary status. This status is awarded depending on the
ratio of the number of OS of your team and the team in the first place of the leaderboard. Remember that legendary status is difficult to obtain, but easy to lose, so make sure that your team constantly earns OU to keep it! How to remove an inactive team leader from his post? If the team leader has not entered the game for several weeks, he can be
removed from his post so that another active player takes this place. To do this, follow the instructions below: If your teammate has not entered the game for a long time, an emergency button will appear in the party of the team under the button (i). Remember that it is impossible to remove the team leader until this button appears in the party of the
team! Touch this button and a proposal will appear to deprive the inactive leader of the team. If you accept this offer, a new player will become the team leader, however, keep in mind that at the moment you cannot appoint a specific player as the leader. How do I get into an elite team battle for racing with TEMPE5T? Make sure you have the latest
game update installed, as the elite team battle is only available in version 1.8 or higher. When you defeat Shax at rank 5, find a new TEMPE5T party place on the map and tap it to start the journey. You will have to team up with the best racers to prove that you can compete with the TEMPE5T. CSR Racing 2: Configure the game correctly! How to go
to the settings menu? Click the arrow in the main menu on the left side of the screen to open the sidebar. Then click the gear icon at the top of the screen. How to play CSR 2 on my new device? First, check that your device is connected to the Internet, and your profile is connected to Game Center or Google Play Games accounts. The easiest way is to
run CSR 2 and play for a few minutes to make sure. Then simply log in from the new device to the same Game Center or Google Play Games account and download CSR 2. When you start playing, you will be prompted to restore the profile from the old device. My profile is gone. What should I do?Close the game, log out of your account, and then log
back in through Google Play / Game Center and restart the game. Make sure you are using a Google Play or Game Center account that has been linked to your profile and go through the initial stages of the game before entering your name. If after that you are still at level 1, reinstall the application, remaining in your Game Center or Google Play
account, and you will be asked to restore your profile. If even after completing these steps you were unable to restore your profile, contact support by preparing answers to the following questions: What was the rank / level of your profile? Have you made any in-game purchases? If committed, provide screenshots of confirmations of these purchases.
Have there been any changes to your player ID? If there were, can you provide the old and new identifiers? Open the panel on the left side of the screen, tap the head icon at the top, then select "Profile". Find the 11-digit number (this is your player ID). It is located at the bottom of this window. Can I have multiple profiles on the same device?
Currently, saving the game is supported only on one device, but it is planned to implement this function in the future. How can I back up the game to the server? When you play CSR 2 online, your game progress is automatically saved on the game servers. Your profile will be linked to Game Center (iOS) or Google Play Games (Android) as soon as you
log into your account on your device. This means that you can synchronize your game progress on different devices by simply logging into your Google Play Games or Game Center account on one of them. Please note that it is not possible to synchronize game progress on different platforms (from iOS to Android or from Android to iOS). If you don’t
log in to Game Center or Google Play Games, your profile will be tied to the device. This means that you can restore your game progress only on the same device, and it will not be possible to transfer the profile to a new one if the phone breaks or is stolen. For this reason, it is highly recommended that you play CSR 2 by logging into Google Play
Games or Game Center. For greater certainty, it is recommended that you record your player ID. This means that if you cannot restore your profile for any reason, there is a chance that the support team will succeed! You can find your player ID by opening the chat menu on the left side of the screen and touching the head icon at the top and then
selecting "Profile". Your player ID is at the bottom of this menu. Why is my name invalid? Since the game is intended for all ages, the use of certain words and phrases is blocked in it. Use a different name. Where can I see information about my profile? Tap the arrow in the main menu on the left side of the screen, then tap the player icon at the top of
the screen. Then select "Profile." How do I sync a profile on two or more devices? Now you can easily restore and synchronize your profile on multiple devices using Game Center or an account on Google Play Games. To link profiles, just log in to your Game Center or Google Play Games account, then download CSR 2 and your accounts will be
automatically linked. Now you can transfer the game progress to another device and continue playing from the place where you left, just logging into the same Google Play or Game Center account on the new device. CSR Racing 2: Loss Chances What can be found in golden boxes 4-5? Each box contains 1 machine. Chance to get a rare car: 5 stars =
18% 4 stars = 82% What can be found in bronze boxes? Each box contains 3 items. Chance to get the following items: Car = 2% Cash = 30% Level 6 Details = 33% Embedded parts = 100% What can be found in silver boxes? Chance to get a rare car: 5 stars = 2% 4 stars = 8% 3 stars = 24% 2 stars = 29% 1 star = 37% What can be found in gold
boxes? Each box contains 1 machine. Chance to get a rare car: 5 stars = 10% 4 stars = 30% 3 stars = 60% What can be found in the parts boxes - a rank 5 machine? Each box contains 5 items. Chance to get the following items: Level 6 Details = 10% Embedded parts = 100% What can be found in the parts boxes - a rank 4 machine? Each box contains
4 items. Chance to get the following items: Level 6 Details = 8% Embedded parts = 100% What can be found in the parts boxes - cars of rank 2 and 3? Each box contains 3 items. Chance to get the following items: Level 6 Details = 6% Embedded parts = 100% What can I find in the parts boxes for Legends? Each box contains 5 items. Chance to get
items: recovery item = 63% integrated part = 99% part 6th level = 10% The chance of parts falling out of the box. Each box contains 3 items for cars of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd stage, 4 items for cars of the 4th stage and 5 items for cars of the 5th stage. The ability to get at least one copy of each item: 6th level parts = 10% embedded parts = 100% CSR
Racing 2: Developer Responses to Player Questions Why are administrators not solely responsible for activating dark horses? The dark horse system was created to help players interact with the team: they need to discuss how they want to use it. This is an open system with communication points for rewarding well-coordinated teams. Why can’t you
let the leaders of some teams choose their own settings? According to the developers, a simple and open system is much better. Otherwise, it would be unfair to small teams and teams whose administrators and leaders have not entered the game for a long time. Why developers will not give all the control into the hands of administrators? The points
of communication and interaction between players will become an order of magnitude lower if most players lose their donation rights and activation rights. The goal of the developers is to make dark horses an interesting social function. How can you avoid abuse of rights among team members? New players can activate dark horses only 24 hours
after joining the team. This helps to avoid trouble. In addition, at the request of players, a confirmation button has been added to avoid accidental activation of dark horses. The best solution for teams is discussion. It will help convey your thoughts to team members who do not want to cooperate and exclude those who constantly violate the rules. Why
is my account blocked? User accounts that violate fair play rules are blocked. Before that, all the available information is examined so that each lock is reasonable. Depending on the circumstances, the account may be suspended temporarily (warning) or permanently (in severe cases). The account may be blocked: If you share account information
with other people; If there were attempts to hack the game or dishonestly receive items / currency in the game; If game vulnerabilities are used to gain an unfair advantage or access to applications before their official launch. If a vulnerability is found, write about it to the player support service; In cases of inappropriate behavior, including abusive
chat messages; Upon receipt of a machine that has not yet been released and is not available in the game; For the use of any extraneous tools for an unfair advantage in the game; If you illegally receive game items or currency by hacking or modifying the CSR2 application. The account owner is responsible for ensuring that there is no violation of the
rules on his profile, so do not share your information with other people. Why is the leaderboard of the stage closed, but the car is offered in the dealership? The leaderboard of the stage is open for players who were supposed to get a wheelbarrow for the stage last season. Although the car is displayed in the dealership, it will be possible to purchase it
only two weeks after the end of the season. Why didn’t I get the anniversary / seasonal car? It will take some time to send all the anniversary cars. Please wait a couple of hours before contacting player support. To get a jubilee car, you need to be an active member of a team that has scored at least 20,000,000 team PRs (reputation points). Why most
often a player may not get an anniversary car: Leaving a team in a season, you no longer earn reputation points and can not get a jubilee car. Leaving the team and joining again before the end of the event, you lose the right to the anniversary car, even if the team scored more than 20 million team PRs. If other players leave the team for any reason
and the total number of PRs is below 20,000,000, you will not get the anniversary car. If the team has not scored the required number of PRs (20,000,000), it will not receive the car, even if there is very little left to the desired level. It is critical that the team get together and play fair - so no one will miss out on great prizes. The CSR Racing 2 team
constantly monitors players who are eligible to receive a jubilee car, so if you didn’t get one, one of the most likely reasons is listed above. If you firmly know that your team has at least 20,000,000 RR and you do not have a car, write to the player support service. Why has the system of accumulation of opamp changed? The system of accumulation of
maximum opamp has recently been changed to get rid of the excessive complexity of this system. Players no longer need to perform special actions and calculate how much they bring them the OS needed to obtain the so-called "ideal value". This whole system was originally supposed to work wrong. According to the developers of the game, a simpler
and more understandable set of op-amps will bring players a lot more pleasant experience. A return to the old system, which did not work as intended, was not planned. If more than 10 teams gain an equal number of op-amps, this will be considered a draw. All of them will be able to get a prize car with a purple star.Author of the article: Nadezhda D.
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